
MALTESE PARLIAMENTARY DELEGATION ATTENDS THE JUNE S ESSION OF THE 
PARLIAMENTARY ASSEMBLY OF THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE –  21-25 JUNE 2010 
   
The Hon Francis Agius MP, Hon Joseph Debono Grech MP, Hon Marie Louise Coleiro Preca MP, 
Hon Joseph Falzon MP and Hon Beppe Fenech Adami MP attended the 2010 3rd Part-Session of the 
Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe (PACE) held in Strasbourg between 21 – 25 June 
2009.   
  
In his opening speech Mr Mevlüt Çavuşoğlu, President of the PACE informed the delegates that the 
session was to be addressed by three Heads of State and Government from the Western Balkans; HE 
Mr Ivo Josipovic, President of Croatia; HE Mr George Ivanov, President of the Former Yugoslav 
Republic of Macedonia; and HE Mr Milo Dukanovic, Prime Minister of Montenegro.   
  
Mr Çavuşoğlu said that this was a clear illustration of the Balkan dimension of the Council of Europe 
and of his presidency in particular. He said that the Council was proud of the progress made with 
regard to the transformation that took place in these countries in conformity with the principles of the 
Council of Europe.  Mr Çavuşoğlu further added that the institution he presides strongly supports their 
efforts to accede the European Union as soon as possible.  In his speech he also made reference to 
the recent Israeli raids on civilian ships which were bringing humanitarian aid to Gaza and also to the 
emergency situation in Kyrgyzstan. 
  
On Monday, 21 June 2010, Members of the Maltese delegation met with a group of students from the 
NSTF Mini European Assembly led by Ms Mariella Pia Tabone who were on a study visit in 
Strasbourg.  Following brief presentations by Hon Agius, Hon Fenech Adami and Hon Falzon on the 
Council’s work in ensuring respect for its core values: Human rights, Democracy and the Rule of Law, 
there followed a discussion on the relevance of the Institution in today’s political scenario.  Reference 
was made to the relatively large number of States which the Council of Europe represents and also to 
the realpolitik approach which the Council was at more liberty than the European Union to adopt when 
addressing certain democratic issues in its 47 Member States. As a case in point, note was taken of 
the work the Council of Europe was carrying out in Azerbaijan in preparation for the country’s 
forthcoming elections with respect to freedom of the press, freedom of assembly and revisions their 
electoral legislation. 
  
As co-rapporteur on the situation in Azerbaijan, Hon Joseph Debono Grech had the opportunity to 
defend the position taken by the PACE on this subject matter. In line with the conclusions of a report 
prepared by Hon Debono Grech and Hon Andres Herkel who was the co-rapporteur nominated by the 
EPP/CD group, the Parliamentary Assembly adopted a resolution calling on the Azerbaijani authorities 
to co-operate with the Venice Commission in order to continue with the revision of the electoral code 
and in this context to pass on a clear message at the highest political level, that electoral fraud will not 
be tolerated.  The resolution also urged all political parties to take part in the forthcoming elections.  
With regard to the media situation, the Assembly condemned the arrests and physical threats of 
journalists and called on the authorities to release Eynulla Fatullayev as ordered by the ECHR.   
  
Apart from meetings in their respective political groups, the Hon Members of the Delegation 
participated in the Committees they are appointed on, which sessions are normally held one hour 
before the commencement of business in the Assembly.  The following issues featured on the 
Committees’ agenda:  Islam, Islamism and Islamophobia in Europe; The flare-up of tension in the 
Middle East; The situation of Roma in Europe; The implementation of judgments of the ECHR; The 
definition of political prisoners / the follow-up to the issue of political prisoners in Azerbaijan;  
Promoting a prevention policy on (on-line) gambling addiction; The handling of the H1N1 pandemic; 
The impact of the Lisbon Treaty on the Council of Europe; and Democracy in Europe: crisis and 
perspectives. 
  
During the session, Members of the Maltese delegation also held a number of informal meetings with: 
  
  

1.   Representatives of NGOs operating in Azerbaijan in connection with human rights issues, 
  

2.   Members of the Armenian Delegation who were opposing attempts by the PACE at reviving 
Resolution 1416(2005) which aims to form a subcommittee on the Nagorno Karabagh issue;  



  
3.   And with  Mr Jan Kleijssen who is one of the candidates for the post of Secretary General of 

the PACE, which election should be taking place during the next Autumn Session.   
  
On Tuesday, 22 June 2010, the Parliamentary Assembly elected Chief Justice Vincent Anthony De 
Gaetano as judge to the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR).  
  
Following the coming into force, on 1 June 2010, of Protocol 14 of this Convention, the previously six 
year term of office has been extended and consequently Dr De Gaetano was elected for a term of 
nine years. This term commences on the date of his taking up office which in no event should be later 
than 3 months from the election date - 22 June 2010.  
  
Judges are elected by PACE from a list of three candidates nominated by each State which has 
ratified the European Convention on Human Rights.  The ECHR operates on a permanent basis and 
is made up of full-time professional judges resident in Strasbourg.  The number of judges is equal to 
that of the High Contracting Parties. 
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The following are the Texts adopted during the June Part-Session, a copy of which may be 
downloaded from the following url:  
  
http://assembly.coe.int/ASP/Doc/ATListingSession_E.asp?IDSession=326 
  
  
Resolution 1738   Legal remedies for human rights violations in the North-Caucasus Region  
Resolution 1739   The situation in Kosovo and the role of the Council of Europe 
Resolution 1740   The situation of Roma in Europe and relevant activities of the Council of 

Europe 
Resolution 1741   Readmission agreements: a mechanism for returning irregular migrants  
Resolution 1742   Voluntary return programmes: an effective, humane and cost-effective 

mechanism for returning irregular migrants  
Resolution 1743   Islam, Islamism and Islamophobia in Europe 
Resolution 1744   Extra-institutional actors in the democratic system 
Resolution 1745   The political consequences of the economic crisis 
Resolution 1746   Democracy in Europe: crisis and perspectives 
Resolution 1747   The state of democracy in Europe and the progress of the Assembly’s 

monitoring procedure 
Resolution 1748   Flare-up of tension in the Middle East 
Resolution 1749   The handling of the H1N1 pandemic: more transparency needed 
Resolution 1750   The functioning of democratic institutions in Azerbaijan  
Resolution 1751   Combating sexist stereotypes in the media 
Resolution 1752   Decent pensions for women 
Resolution 1753   Forests: the future of our planet 
      
Recommendation 1922   Legal remedies for human rights violations in the North-Caucasus Region 
Recommendation 1923   The situation in Kosovo and the role of the Council of Europe 
Recommendation 1924   The situation of Roma in Europe and relevant activities of the Council of 

Europe 
Recommendation 1925   Readmission agreements: a mechanism for returning irregular migrants  
Recommendation 1926   Voluntary return programmes: an effective, humane and cost-effective 

mechanism for returning irregular migrants  



Recommendation 1927   Islam, Islamism and Islamophobia in Europe  
Recommendation 1928   Democracy in Europe: crisis and perspectives 
Recommendation 1929   The handling of the H1N1 pandemic: more transparency needed 
Recommendation 1930   Prohibiting the marketing and use of the “Mosquito” youth dispersal device 
Recommendation 1931   Combating sexist stereotypes in the media 
Recommendation 1932   Decent pensions for women 
      
Opinion 279   Budgets and priorities of the Council of Europe for the 2011 financial year 
  
 
Hon Joseph Debono Grech was appointed co-rapporteur on the situation in Azerbaijan by the 
Monitoring Committee of the PACE on 18 November 2009.  He subsequently participated in a mission 
to Azerbaijan on 8-12 February 2010. 
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